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SN IIns and impostors

Impostors - SN division  
~-15-16 mag peak magnitude 
somewhat arbitrary division... 

LCs can be very similar 
Often similar spectra(IIn like) 

Secure classification: do we 
have a survivor star or not? 
-> even this is often debated: 
see SN 1961V, SN 2009ip etc.

Smith et al. 2011



SN IIns and impostors
Different instabilities of LBVs 
- microvariations (<0.5 mag) 
- S-Dor type outbursts 
- Eta Car-type outbursts 
- eruptions with SN-like LCs 
   (from different progenitors??)  

Many massive stars show 
instabilities: LBV, YHGs, 
AGBs.... 

Additional variabilities by binary 
companions

Im
postors



NGC 2770 - a SN (Ib) factory



NGC 2770 - a SN factory

Soderberg et al. 2008

SN 2008D



NGC 2770 - a SN factory



NGC 2770 - a SN factory

SN 1999eh



NGC 2770 - a SN factory



NGC 2770 - a SN factory



SN 2015bh/SNhunt 275/PTF13evf

LBV

HST Jan. 2008

OSIRIS Nov. 2013

Discovery of an outburst by PTF 
(PTF13evf), but not published 
-> serendipitously in spectra of 
     the galaxy taken in Nov. 2013! 

Transient reported by SNhunt in 
Feb. 2015, classified as IIn/impostor 
by Asiago 

 GTC spec in April 2015, follow-up 
campaign with OSN (0.9/1.5m) 

May 16, 2015: Massive 
rebrightening, onset of „2015B“ 
event



SN 2015bh/SNhunt 275/PTF13evf

0.9/1.5m OSN

Discovery of an outburst by PTF 
(PTF13evf), but not published 
-> serendipitously in spectra of 
     the galaxy taken in Nov. 2013! 

Transient reported by SNhunt in 
Feb. 2015, classified as IIn/impostor 
by Asiago 

 GTC spec in April 2015, follow-up 
campaign with OSN (0.9/1.5m) 

May 16, 2015: Massive 
rebrightening, onset of „2015B“ 
event



SN 2015bh light-curve

Probably in outburst state since before 1994  
-> difficult to infer anything about the actual progenitor 

Precursor with max ~40 days before the „main event“ 

Standard SN light curve with linear decay, flattening >100 days 

Very similar behaviour to SN 2009ip!

main event

precursor
PTF discovery

SNhunt discovery

GTC spectrum



LBV phase:  
LBV type spectrum with 
single P-Cygni profile  

precursor: weak P-Cygni 

Main event: narrow 
emission without 
absorption, ~2 weeks 
double P-Cygni 
appearing 

Broad lines >100d

Spectral evolution



LBV phase: Balmer, FeII, very weak HeI (if at all) 

He I appearing at the main event

Spectral evolution

> 100d: CaII lines 

> 200d: weak OI/[OI] 
(Elias-Rosa et al.)
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LBV phase: single absorption 
component 

Hints of a second component 
at max of precursor 

> 15d clear double profile 
    700 and 2100 km/s 

> 100d: second absorption 
component now in emission?? 
asymmetric emission 

> 200d: almost triple peak

Spectral evolution



Evolution in the HR diagram
Since 1994 always 
redwards of LBVs in 
outburst (and more 
luminous than YHGs) 
-> careful with 
„progenitor“ claims 

2015A ~ Eta Car 

Post SN first 
reddening and then 
blue-turn 

SN 2009ip now below 
„progenitor“ level!! 

Towards Wolf-Rayet?

2009ip „progenitor“2009ip 
Dec. 2015



A new class?
Criteria: 
1) Long-term variations ~2 mag 

2) Precursor at -40-80days 

3) Main event with SN-like LC

4)LBV type spectra pre-
eruption and with more 
complex profiles post max.
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5)Position in the HR diagram 
red of LBV outburst strip 

6) Little or no dust 
production(?)



A new class?
SN2015bh+SN 2009ip 

SN2000ch = outburst 
phase? 

SNhunt 248 = low 
luminosity event? 

1961V: outburst activity 
but little info 
survivor star (blue?) or 
not?  

LSQ13zm, SN 2010mc etc: 
could be, no 
observations in outburst



In-conclusive Conclusions

Doppler velocity [103 km s−1]
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? ?
20+ years of follow-up!!! Similar to SN2009ip

A new class of event?
Dead or Alive?

A way to make WR stars?



Thank you!


